1. Divide into groups.
   a. Groups of 4 or less
2. Read through and explain rules
3. Any questions?
4. Issue locked boxes and confirm color groups
5. Hand out crossword puzzles
   a. Answer is DOOR
6. Students find clue on door which leads them to an hidden index card
7. Students trade in index card for matchstick puzzle
8. Confirm accuracy of matchstick puzzle
9. Give students the clue “Create ART from the Lincoln Logs”
10. Confirm accuracy of ART
    a. Students must spell the word “art” using the Lincoln Logs
11. Give students the word jumble in the rainbow envelope
12. Confirm accuracy of words and order (ROYGBP)
    a. Words must be spelled correctly
    b. Words must be in rainbow order
13. Give students the Final Clue
    a. Leads to the key to the box
14. Allow students to choose one prize after turning in box, lock, key, and contents